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PLANT SPOTLIGHT OF THE MONTH 



 

Staghorn Sumac (Rhus typhina)
Once all the leaves have dropped in the late fall, it's quite easy to spot the

pyramidal clusters of fuzzy red seeds on the Sumac trees. Though native,

these plants also spread very rapidly; chances are high you can easily find

some nearby. Only plant them if you're interested in having a lot of it around.  

 

While these seed clusters are most flavorful in summer, they persist all winter

and can still be useful in winter for some foraged and wild vitamin C. Just be

careful to extract only the good fuzzy seeds and not any worm-eaten inner

layers. The most popular human use is to make Sumac Lemonade, since

Sumac has a rather tangy taste. The birds enjoy nibbling them all winter as

well. If you're into crafts, and if the Sumac is abundant where you live, it can

be fun to incorporate it into holiday projects like wreaths.  

 

     Winter Eco-Landscaping Services    

Holiday tree and light installation

Removal of lantern y egg masses

Hardscape planning and installation

Garden design



Pruning as needed

We can help make your home and garden beautiful and

bene cial–for you, the ecosystem, and the planet. Learn more and

book services via our website. 

 

Updates from our Applied Research and
Education Branch  

 

Did you know that our EFTE-ARE site always has free resources available for your

use? If you haven't already, be sure to refer to Dr. Billger's article on Autumn Dos and

Don'ts for Healthier Plants and Fewer Weeds Next Spring. The checklist provides

some great tips for putting gardens to bed. A hot tip: just leave the leaves, the

ecosystem will thank you! A leaf mulcher would be an excellent addition to your

garden tools if you have the means to obtain one.  

 

Also, in honor of this season of darkness, we are thinking again about the mysterious

and dark world beneath our feet.  The solstice will mark the shortest day of the

year/the longest dark time. Then, we welcome the return of light. This theme also

reminds me of seeds, which often need a period of cold darkness in order to emerge



later on. Check out more details below.  

 

Stratification refers to a duration of cold and moist conditions that help a seed break
dormancy and germinate. Naturally, this occurs for many perennials dropping their
seeds outside–the cold winter time periods that the seeds spend being buried by leaf
debris and digging animals is crucial for their success. Many folks still practice
sowing seeds in fall or at the winter solstice to allow for this natural stratification.
However, the germination rate can be low due to risks like getting eaten or rotting.
That’s why humans have figured out ways to mimic cold stratification in a more
predictable way. If you’ve ever soaked seeds in cold water and/or refrigerated them,
you know what I’m talking about. You could also sow them in outdoor containers that



are covered/protected from critters. Perhaps this year sowing seeds around the
solstice on December 21st can offer a reminder that even in the height of darkness,
we are preparing to awaken and cultivating life. 

 

Examples of perennial seeds that require winter or other cold stratification include
Anise Hyssop, Monkshood, Milkweed, Ironweed, Rudbeckia, Chelone, Tiarella, and
many others. 
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Spicebush: Although the time to harvest the cinnamon-like red berries is summer, in winter

you can still gather twigs to chop up into a tea (steep 15-20 minutes). Combine with

crabapples and sassafras bark for a cozy winter avor.  

 

 

 

Hawthorn: Folklore and western herbalism and science agree that Hawthorn is heart

medicine. Berries, leaves, and owers restore and balance heart, circulation, blood pressure,

and so much more. It can also be a protective mood lifter. Now is the perfect time to harvest

ripe haws (the typically-red berries)–just be careful to never ingest the seeds inside! Also

watch out for the thorny branches, a tell-tale sign of a Hawthorn tree.  

 

Northern Bayberry: Bayberry has lovely fragrant foliage and interesting gray-blue berries

that persist through winter. Dried or fresh leaves can be used as a cooking herb. Berries are

technically edible, but there's so little esh it's hardly worth it. Interestingly, human historical

use of the berries extends beyond edibility into making candles with the wax. 

Eating for the Ecosystem is a woman-owned

business with predominately-female work

crews. In addition to our meticulous and eco-



friendly practices such as limiting our carbon

footprint and composting landscape debris, we

are also committed to helping clients learn more

about—and develop stronger relationships with—

the plants in our ecosystem.

Help us Grow
If you believe a friend or family member would like to learn about Eating for the

Ecosystem, please forward this newsletter.
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